The first multicolor observations and light curve solutions of the stars 1SWASP J130111.22+420214.0 and 1SWASP J231839.72+352848.2 are presented. The estimated physical parameters of 1SWASP J130111.22+420214.0 
1SWASP J231839.72+352848.2)
Introduction
Studies of binary star systems play an important role in filling some gaps in the understanding of stellar evolution, especially under the effects of binarity. Contact binaries, in this regard, provide valuable information for investigating the stellar evolution in the common envelope phase. 1SWASP J130111.22+420214.0 (LINEAR 8209250, 2MASS J13011120+4202138, SDSS J130111.21+420213.8), hereinafter J1301, is a member of the huge group of detected contact binaries. It has a reported V magnitude between 15.69 and 15.34. Lohr et al. (2013) included J1301 in their list of 143 Super WASP eclipsing binaries and reported its period to be 19477.594 seconds (0.225435116 days). Palaversa et al. (2013) who cataloged the periods and several magnitude values for LINEAR variables, listed an orbital period of 0.225435 days for this object. Apart from these, there are no detailed studies of this system so far, possibly because it is a relatively faint object.
1SWASP
J231839.72+352848.2 (CRTS J231839.7+352848, 2MASS J23183973+3528479), hereinafter J2318, is listed as a binary system by Lohr et al. (2013) and as an ultra-short period ellipsoidal binary by Drake et al. (2014) . As forJ1301, there is a lack of detailed studies on this target in the literature.
In the following sections, we give the details of our observations, explain the analyses of the light curves and then conclude with our results and a comparison of J1301 with other binary systems having similar configurations.
Observations and reductions
Observations of both targets were made with the 0.84-m f/15 Ritchey- 
Light Curve Solutions

J1301
Since there is not any reported spectroscopic mass ratio for the system, we first applied the q-search method to find the best initial value to be used for q during the light curve analysis. The mass ratio values were fixed from 0.3 to 3.2 with the step-size of 0.1 in simultaneous solution and the lowest residual value was found to be near q = 1.5. The results are plotted in Fig. 1 .
We define the primary component as the less massive star and the secondary component as the more massive one, therefore, the mass ratio equation can be written as q = M 2 /M 1 .
The light curve solution was applied by using 2015 version of DC code 2 which is based on the Wilson-Devinney method (Wilson & Devinney, 1971 ).
The code applies best fits using differential corrections to yield the final parameters. The number of data points is 131 in B, 161 in V and 160 in R filter. The contact binary running mode was selected since the light curves show W UMa type variations as mentioned in Sec. 2. The initial mass ratio value was set to 1.5 following the result of the q-search while the following parameters were left as free: inclination i, mass ratio q, temperature of the secondary component T 2 , surface potential Ω 1 = Ω 2 and luminosity of the primary component L 1 . The albedo values A 1 , A 2 were adopted from Ruciński (1969) and the gravitational darkening coefficients g 1 , g 2 were calculated as in van Hamme (1993) . The effective temperature for the primary component was determined by a calibration process. We first derived the E(B − V ) for the system as 0.11, then we calculated the intrinsic B − V color and estimated the temperature value by using the correlations given by Flower (1996) . The very slight difference between two maxima in the R-filter directed us to give a trial with a cool spotted model approximation, however, we could not achieve physically meaningful results fitting with a spotted area in the simultaneous solution of the light curves. The present solution of the light curve is the first analysis of the system in the literature and gives the results which fit with a typical W-type W UMa system that the massive component has the lower temperature value. The primary component (hotter) contributing about 45% to the total light in average. The results of the solution are listed in the second column of Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 2 . The estimated geometry of the system at 0.75 phase is also drawn in Fig. 3 . (2013), we first solved the light curve of the star with a binary system assumption. Since the shape of the light curve indicates a contact binary, we used Mode 3 for "overcontact binary not in thermal contact" mode of DC code (see Sec. 3.1) to achieve the best solution.
We followed the same procedure stated in Sec. 3.1 during the analysis.
The number of the observational points was 278, 279 and 278 in B, V , and R filters, respectively. The temperature of the primary component was assumed as 4930 K according to the derived E(B-V) value. First, a q-search applied to the light curves since no spectroscopic mass ratio available in the literature. q value from 0.2 to 1.0 was tried during the investigation, however, the solutions gave a potential surface value smaller then the L 2 potential which means that the configuration is conflict with our hypothesis that the system is a contact binary. Therefore, a physically meaningful solution could not be reached and we could not proceed to the light curve analysis without a mass ratio value supported by a solution with contact binary configuration.
The unsuccessful attempts of solving the light curve by assuming that the system is contact binary empowered the possibility that the star is an ellipsoidal variable which we mention the details in the next subsection.
Ellipticity
We investigated the ellipticity effect in the light of J2318 since (i ) the system was classified as ellipsoidal variable in the catalog of Drake et al. (2014) and (ii ) the results of the binary solution did not allow us to construct a physically meaningful binary system (Sec. 3.2.1). The light variation is assumed to occur because of the oblate shape of the components rather than eclipses of the components. Hall (1990) mentioned that cos(2θ) term of the representative Fourier series may refer to ellipticity and chromospheric activity (two dark regions). This two effects can be distinguished by inspecting the properties of the light variation. The ellipticity effect shows constant amplitude and minimum at two conjunctions while the amplitude of the light variation rising from the stellar spot varies in one year, a very different value from the orbital period.
For investigating the ellipticity we inspect the dominance of the coefficients by representing the light curve with a Fourier series of the form:
where
The theoretical light curve obtained from the above equation, along with the observations, are plotted in Fig. 4 . The a and b coefficients involved with the cos and sin terms, respectively are listed in Table 3 . It can be seen that the a 2 coefficients, regarding the cos(2θ) terms, are dominant in all filters.
Moreover, the a 1 term which corresponds to one dark region (Hall, 1990 ) was also not found large enough to assign a single spotted area as the origin of the observed light variation.
We conclude that the light variations are most likely a consequence of the ellipticity. However, future observations spread through one year are needed to eliminate, or confirm, any effect from chromospheric active areas.
Discussion and Conclusions
We presented the first multicolor light curve solution of the contact binary system J1301 and the possible ellipsoidal variable J2318. New times of minimum light are given and light parameters are provided. The absolute parameters were estimated by assuming that the primary component of J1301 is a main-sequence star and using the (B-V)-mass calibrations given by Cox (2000) ( Table 4 ). The fill-out factor of J1301 were also calculated by using the formula given by Lucy & Wilson (1979) :
where Ω i and Ω o refers the inner and the outer Lagrangian potentials. The factor for the system is found to be 16%.
It was found that J1301 is an W-type W UMa system, in agreement with the classification of Binnendijk (1970) who proposed two sub-classes for these by assuming that the ellipticity effect is responsible for the light variation. B and R curves are shifted for the sake of visibility.
type of stars: A-type systems show light curves where the more massive component is eclipsed during the primary (deeper) minimum while the secondary (shallower) minimum corresponds to occultation of the less massive component. On the other hand, the less massive component is eclipsed during the primary (deeper) minimum of the light curves of W-type systems where the occultation of the more massive component takes place during the secondary (shallower) minimum. Maceroni & van't Veer (1996) suggested that the Aand W-type systems are members of cool contact binaries. They also propose that the W-type binaries could evolve to A-types while A-type systems stay stable during contact configuration through their evolution. The evolution of contact binaries was also studied by Stȩpień & Gazeas (2012) who remarked that as the massive star of the detached binaries evolves, it fills its Roche lobe and starts the mass transfer to the less massive component. The mass transfer ends shortly after the mass ratio reverses and angular momentum loss supports the formation of the contact system. The scenario may end with the merging of the components generating a rapidly rotating star.
A comparison of J1301 to other 49 well-known W-type contact binaries (Yıldız & Dogan, 2013) can be found in Fig. 5 . Since the authors referred the more massive components as primaries in their paper we reversed our mass ratio value to be able to compare our final results to other systems. In the H-R diagram the secondary component is located under the ZAMS as the primary was hypothesized as for the main sequence star. The components also seems to have smaller radius according to its mass when compared to other contact binaries in mass-radius plane. Since a simultaneous solution covering the radial velocity data gives more precise results a velocity curve to be yielded from the spectroscopic observations of the system are needed for more precise determination of the physical parameters.
Based on our observations, we hypothesize that the light variation of J2318 is a consequences of eclipses in a binary system, however, we could not verify it by using analyzing methods for binary systems. Therefore, we concluded that the system is not a contact binary as we mentioned in our hypothesis and ellipticity effects are more likely to be involved with the observed light variation of the target. The data for W-type contact binaries are taken from Yıldız & Dogan (2013) . Note that we reversed the masses of the components since the authors mentioned that the more massive star set as primary in their catalog. The solid line in the H-R diagram indicates the ZAMS whose data are taken from Girardi et al. (2000) . See text for details. Table 4 : Estimated absolute parameters of the system J1301. P and S letters stand for the primary (less massive) and the secondary (more massive) components. The effective temperature of the sun is set to 5780 K. Semi-major axis (R ⊙ ) 2.202(5)
